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5.7 Cause and Effect WordsENGLISH STARS 4

Activity 1 Result: /6

Activity 2 Result: /6

Write a cause and effect word or phrase to complete each sentence.

1 She wanted to go home  she was sick. (and/ because/on Tuesday when)

2 Houses were f looded  heavy rainfall. (due to/and there was/with)

3 He left home early  he wanted to be on time. (as/that morning/if)

4 He has used crutches  he broke his leg. (now/after/since)

5   his bad behaviour he was suspended (As a result/The day of/The night after) 

from school.

6  I had only saved two dollars;  I couldn’t buy (therefore/after school/I knew) 

the ice-cream I really wanted.

Write a cause and effect word or phrase to complete each sentence.

1  you have not done your chores, you are grounded. (It's clear that/As/Today)

2  the high temperature we went to the beach. (Due to/Hence/Feeling)

3  The doctor said obesity was  eating the (sitting around/theresult of/always) 

wrong food and not getting enough exercise.

4 They committed the crime  they had to spend time in jail. (and/before/so)

5  He missed school for three months   (to recover from/and from recovered 

his injuries. 

6  I will take an umbrella  I think it will rain. (but/and/because)

/as a consequence of)



Extension
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5.7 Cause and Effect WordsENGLISH STARS 4

Write a paragraph about a chosen topic.

Use at least three of these cause and effect words or phrases:

• because 
• due to 
• due to the fact of 
• since 
• so 
• the result of 
• consequently 
• therefore 
• for this reason 
• thus.

Choose a topic.

  Why is sunsense important?

  Why should you study English?

  What happens when you plant a seed?

Write a paragraph about the topic using three cause and effect words or phrases.


